Antamedia HotSpot Software is the most feature-rich guest WiFi hotspot management software in the industry. It helps you control and bill your customers for the Internet access, engage them with captivating ads, collect guest data and surveys, send automatic promo emails.

HotSpot software does not require any Client software installations as it uses captive portal technology to show login page in the browser on the customers mobile devices.

It is hardware independent and you can use any type of access points, routers, switches and other equipment to control your WiFi, WiMax, LAN, Cable, DSL, Satellite and other type of network connections.
It is suitable for all the purposes where a customer should be prompted to type the ticket number or username and password to get the Internet access.

After successful login, your customer will see the remaining time and bandwidth quota, expiration date and other relevant info.

HotSpot keeps track of customer account and shows warning message when the account is due to expire, helping a customer to refill the account and continue using your service without interruption.

Software includes billing, statistics and reporting with many other useful features.
Engage WiFi users on smartphones, tablets and laptops

HotSpot helps you manage your WiFi Hotspot with any PC, lifetime license and technical support.

Display image and video ads on your Wi-Fi HotSpot pages for a complimentary Wi-Fi access.

Create surveys to get valuable insight into customer needs, behaviour or wishes.

Configure HotSpot software to display targeted coupons based on survey data provided.

Collect customer data and send Email campaigns.

Engage customers with special offers and build customer loyalty.
Suitable for:

- WiFi HotSpot Networks
- Airport, Transport
- University, School, Library
- Companies, Government
- Cruise Ship, Marina, Park
- Restaurant, Cafe, Retail
- Hotel, Resort, Hospitality
- ISP, WISP, Telecom

Some of the HotSpot Software Features

- Control smartphones, tablets, laptops
- Manage bandwidth, download and upload
- No network changes, use your own hardware
- Customize login pages for WiFi locations
- Collect customer satisfaction surveys
- Provide coupons for completed surveys
- API: Integrate with third-party software
- Website, MAC and IP whitelist
- Get real-time statistics and usage reports
- Social login: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google, VK
- Collect customer data for marketing
- More than 50 customizable HotSpot themes
- Create users or tickets with custom Internet plans
- Hotel PMS Interface to Opera, IDS, and 20+ more
- Accept credit cards & keep 100% profits
- Automatic Emails for marketing
- Manage multiple hotspot locations
- Active Directory Integration
Set up Hospitality WiFi using Windows based PC, configure your branding, create extra profits.

Antamedia HotSpot software helps you offer free or paid WiFi access, efficiently manage and control it:

- Easily create prepaid accounts or voucher tickets
- Post charges to the guest room using PMS interface
- Free access with daily limits on download, time, data
- Combine free trial with paid faster access
- Remote HotSpot operator for front-desk staff
- Require accepting terms of use before session
- Collect guest data (name, Email, address)

Create a free or paid Internet access, integrate with Hotel PMS software to automate guest login with room and name, engage guests with ads, collect surveys and understand what you can do better to improve guest satisfaction.
Advantage of HotSpot Software solution is a very high customization of user accounts which allows creating limited or unlimited accounts.

Among classic features like time and bandwidth quota limits, you can configure daily time limit, number of daily logins, number of simultaneous logins with aggregation, usage schedule (happy hour, nighttime, daytime, weekends ...), which is very practical when offering free WiFi Internet.

In addition, it’s very easy to offer paid Internet access with higher speeds, quota or unlimited daily or monthly access.

Take your WiFi to the next-level

Improve quality of the Internet service, guest satisfaction and overall business rating!
Antamedia has been developing software and specialized solutions for both small and middle-sized businesses since 2001.

We initially helped entrepreneurs realize their goals and start their own businesses, and today we are proud to retain that ethos of personal customer care for even our largest corporate clients.

Regardless of whether you are seeking a software solution for a massive project such as a major hotel chain, a medium sized hospital or your own little cybercafe on the corner, you will find our software was built with your needs and concerns in mind.

All Antamedia software solutions work independently and can be centralized, scaling to international branching with the same simple interface. This avoids the cost of training staff, constant upgrades and incompatibility issues.
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